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Research Methodology
Burges & Burges Strategists designed and executed a multi-phase research process to identify the
prevailing thoughts, perceptions, and concerns of Louisville City School District’s main stakeholders
including community leaders, teachers and staff, parents, local business leaders, and other engaged
community members. This action-research model utilized the data from each phase to construct the
instruments for each subsequent step.
The first phase consisted of a media and communication audit of the district’s communication vehicles
and overall media presence. We analyzed the tools used by the district for their overall effectiveness,
consistency, engagement, and interactivity. These district resources included the district website, local
press coverage, social media accounts, and community newsletter Paw Prints.
The second phase consisted of series of one-on-one in-depth interviews with local community members.
A total of 18 people completed interviews between May 1 and May 17, 2017 – including elected officials,
engaged parents, local business owners, and other leading civic and faith leaders. Burges & Burges worked
in partnership with the district to develop an interview guide of 11 open-ended questions, and a list of
nearly 75 community members to contact from the City of Louisville and Nimishillen Township. All
participants were assured repeatedly that this process is fully confidential, and that no names or titles
would be included in this summary report. Each interview conducted over the phone lasted approximately
15-20 minutes, depending on how much information each participant offered.
The final phase consisted of a community-wide online survey. The survey was distributed through a public
URL made available on the district’s website, via direct emails, included in the Paw Prints newsletter,
posted to district social media accounts, and participants were encouraged to share the survey link with
their personal networks. The survey was active from May 31 to July 12, 2017. In total, we received 474
completed responses. To avoid duplication, we examined IP addresses for any identical responses. All
participants had to opt-in to the online survey, which inherently produces a self-selected sample. As a
result of the opt-in nature of the survey, it is likely that survey participants have generally higher levels of
engagement and knowledge about the details of the district than the community at large.
Throughout each state of this process, we shared and discussed our incremental findings via memo with
the district administrative team. As this finalized research report will become a publically available
document, we have included all information contained in these memos for each research component.
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Communications Audit
As part of a multi-stage, qualitative and quantitative research process for the Louisville City School District,
Burges & Burges Strategists completed a media and communication audit of the district’s communication
vehicles and media presence. We analyzed these tools for their overall effectiveness, consistency,
engagement and interactivity. These resources included local press coverage, the District’s website,
Facebook, and the Paw Prints newsletter.
Burges & Burges also reviewed local media coverage earned by the District and its buildings to understand
what messages stakeholders are receiving from third-party sources. We reviewed all relevant news
coverage to understand how the media portrays the Louisville City Schools, in addition to a social media
analysis to identify the effectiveness of District social media accounts. This audit will detail areas where
the district performs well, highlight opportunities for improvement, and serve as a foundation for
recommendations for future communication planning and strategies.
We trust this audit will provide an outside perspective and help strengthen the Louisville City Schools’
current communication efforts. There is a common misperception that because information is
disseminated to parents, students and residents, people are adequately informed about the District; but
not paying as close attention to the District’s message, mission and goals as one would like. As a result,
messages are oftentimes sent but not received and processed.

Earned Media
Burges & Burges conducted a media scan of print and online news sources to gain better understanding
of how local news coverage portrays the District. From May 2016 to March 2017, there were over 91
articles published about the Louisville City Schools. Publications included: Canton Repository (86 stories),
Alliance Review (1), Akron Beacon Journal (1), Cleveland 19 News (1), WEWS Channel 5 (1), and WKSU (1).
This audit is based primarily on published stories accessible through online archives. We compiled the
articles into the following seven categories: Labor Relations, Editorials & Letters-to-the-Editor, District
Administration, Community Outreach, Sports, Program, Staff and Student Recognition, and Academics.
The Canton Repository extensively covers the Louisville City School District. This newspaper represents
95% of the coverage the district received since April last year. Overall, the stories are objective, but have
cast the district in a mostly negative light and trace back to a single issue – the labor dispute between the
School District and the Louisville Education Association (LEA). This is not a surprise, as the teacher’s strike
was a high-profile issue that dominated local news for over six months last year.

Labor Relations – 60 Stories
The majority (65%) of local news coverage about the Louisville City School District over the past year
focused on contract negotiations between the District and the Louisville Education Association. From April
2016 through February 2017, local news coverage reported in detail on the labor dispute. Nearly half (46)
of the stories are attributed to Kelly Weir of the Canton Repository, and covered many topics of the
contract negotiations and strike including: board meetings leading up to and during the strike, points of
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contention, ten day strike notice, state fact-finder’s recommendations, and the long difficult history of
union negotiations in Louisville Schools. However, the most impactful and concerning stories were
negative and centered on growing divisions within the close-knit community and the effect it was having
on students. Additionally, the strike generated news coverage by media outlets in Cleveland and Kent.

Editorials & Letters-to-the-Editor – 13 Stories
The second most common type of story published about the Louisville City School District was in the form
of editorials and letters-to-the-editor (LTE). Residents, community leaders, local columnists and the
editorial board of the Canton Repository authored thirteen, or nearly 15%, of the articles. The topic of
each editorial and letter-to-the-editor focused on a single issue, the union negotiations and teacher’s
strike in the Louisville City Schools.
Local residents took to print media to voice their support, concerns, and criticisms of the district, possibly
in an attempt to engage with the District and persuade other readers of their viewpoint. In one example
from the Canton Repository published on October 27, 2016, a group of forty-two parents, business, faith
and elected leaders from Louisville and Nimishillen Township, authored an LTE urging the Board of
Education and the Louisville Education Association to accept the recommendations of an independent
fact finder’s report. Overall, editorials and LTE’s published about the District were negative and highly
critical of the administration, school board, and teacher’s union.

Administration – 9 Stories
This categorization of stories concentrated on the administrative function, budgetary matters, operations,
policies, human resources, staffing and personnel changes, and internal procedures of Louisville City
Schools. While a few stories focused on the contract dispute and teacher’s strike, most were neutral and
contained only brief highlights from the District’s board of education meetings.

Community Outreach – 5 Stories
These types of stories highlight the District’s engagement with the public, and efforts to emphasize its
role as a vital community partner. These generally elicit a positive emotional response from readers
because of the connection felt between the community and the district or its employees. Of the five
stories in this category, only two did not relate to the teacher’s strike.

Other Categories – 4 Stories
The other categories of news coverage included sports (2 stories), academics and programming (1), and
program, staff, and student recognition. Much like community outreach, stories recognizing the
achievements and accomplishments of students, staff, and specific academics and programming are
overwhelmingly positive and help develop engagement with the community.
After analyzing the local news coverage, it is quite clear the Louisville City School District is a close-knit
community. As to be expected, the teacher’s strike disrupted and divided this sense of the community, as
evidenced by the 40 community leaders authoring a letter-to-the-editor, 500 people attending a Board of
Education meeting in October 2016, and the half year of news coverage on the topic. Now that the issue
is resolved and contract negotiations are finalized, it is critical for the District to begin rebuilding its image.
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Excluding contract negotiations, the teacher’s strike, and sports, the Louisville City Schools receives almost
no coverage of academics, programming, and other important educational activities. The need for open
two-way dialogue between the District and its stakeholders is crucial to improving relations with parents,
teachers, and the community. Moving forward, the District should begin aligning its communications
vehicles and overall messaging to focus attention on its broader educational and community impact.
To that end, the District should become its own media. By issuing press releases, authoring letters-to-theeditor, utilizing social media, and relying on other internal communications channels, the District can
highlight the excellent work and achievements of its students, programs, and staff, to develop a positive
image with stakeholders. Moreover, the District should begin forging a stronger relationship with the
Canton Repository. By contacting the educational beat reporter, inviting journalists to specific events,
programs, or educational activities, and visiting the editorial board, maintaining a positive relationship
with the newspaper is critical to engaging and informing key supporters and other stakeholders.

District Website
The Louisville City School District website can be a powerful tool for disseminating critical news and
information to residents and key stakeholders. The website serves as an important resource and a likely
first stop for stakeholders when seeking information about the schools. Offering a user-friendly
experience ensures the site remains an effective tool for district communications and community
engagement.
The first result entering “Louisville City Schools” or “Louisville City School District” into a Google search
directs users to the District’s website. The District’s logo and name are displayed prominently, features a
rotating banner of photos, and contains seven tabs. Moreover, the homepage is divided into three main
categories: ‘Quick Links’, ‘District News’, and ‘District Calendar’, and the district homepage already
incorporates a search box. Many users instinctively look for a search box when seeking information, and
may be dissuaded from continued use if they are unable to find one. The site offers an intuitive navigation
system makes finding information easy and ensuring that visitors are encouraged to revisit the site in the
future. Overall, the homepage contains a wealth of information and features a consistent aesthetic.

What’s Missing?


Mission and Vision Statement – Because this information serves as the foundation for the school
district, both statements should be immediately visible on the homepage. We were unable to
locate or access this information on the District’s website.



Social Media – The icons for the district’s social media platforms are not currently included on
the home page, missing an important opportunity to connect with stakeholders. These icons
should be located near the top of the page in a highly visible location. With a Facebook presence
of 606 ‘Likes’ the district’s social media presence has room to grow, and the home page could
direct users to social media accounts to produce greater interactivity and engagement.
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Superintendent’s Message – A regularly updated Superintendent’s message is a fantastic tool to
engage with district stakeholders and disseminate key information and themes about the district.
Moreover, direct and heartfelt communication to stakeholder helps in rebuilding community
trust. This message should be displayed prominently on the homepage and updated regularly.
Visitors must currently select the “District” tab to access this information, obscuring it from the
average website user.

Social Media
Many school districts use social media tools like Facebook as powerful methods to disseminate
information to stakeholders. The District can benefit by integrating social media as a way to shape the
public narrative of a story, post instant updates, and create a two-way dialogue with the community.
Utilized properly, social media is an effective platform in reaching many people in a short period. More
importantly, the largest benefit of social media is that it allows the district to control its own message.
The Louisville City Schools’ Facebook page can be accessed by entering “Louisville City School District”
into the Facebook search bar. The page currently has 607 ‘Likes’, and a 4.4-star user rating. This is a large
number of followers, but lags other neighboring school districts like Canton Local Schools (1,429),
Massillon City Schools (3,791), and Jackson Local Schools (8,290). However, these 607 followers represent
a significant population of stakeholders who have opted into the District’s social media and are eager for
additional communication.
However, it is clear that the district does not regularly update its Facebook page. The most recent posts
were published on January 10th announcing the closure of schools due to inclement weather and before
that April 12, 2010. In the past 7 years, the District has utilized Facebook posts only twice. By comparison,
the most successful school district Facebook pages post new content at least 4-6 times per week.
The goal should be to use Facebook as a regular communication vehicle. To begin, the District should
increase the frequency of posts. We strongly recommend creating engaging content that includes a
combination of original posts, relevant news stories, photos and videos recognizing students, staff, and
educational programs and activities. Promoting positive messages about the District’s achievements and
successes will cultivate a more engaged and responsive community.
We also suggest ‘sharing’ and ‘liking’ other pages and posts in the community to build your presence and
maintain visibility. The District’s Facebook should also urge its followers to ‘share’ the page within their
own personal and professional networks in order to boost its online footprint, after it increases the
frequency of posted content. Another easy and effective opportunity to increase traffic is to include a link
to the Facebook on all district communications including the website, newsletters, and e-mails.
We also recommend identifying and recruiting some ‘social media ambassadors’ to assist in growing the
District’s online presence. These ambassadors should be frequent users who are comfortable with social
media platforms. Most importantly, they can help amplify the reach of District-created content,
reinforcing the key messages to stakeholders by ‘liking’ and ‘sharing’ posts on wherever possible.
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We recommend building a base of support amongst your members by ‘liking’ and interacting with their
pages. Examples of pages the Louisville Schools should immediately ‘like’ include:










Louisville Ohio Police Department
Louisville Ohio
Louisville Herald
Louisville Public Library
Louisville Elementary School
Louisville Area YMCA
Louisville Middle School
Louisville Fire Department
Louisville-Nimishillen Historical Society










OAPSE 456 – Louisville Classified Staff
City of Louisville
VFW Louisville 7490
Louisville Speech and Debate
Friends of the Louisville Public Library
Louisville Community Backpack Festival
Louisville City Hall
Louisville Post Office

Additionally, investing in ‘Promoted Page Ads’ is another proven, low-cost tool for increasing the number
of page ‘likes’. Based on location, demographics, interests, behaviors, and connections, Facebook ads
allow organizations to increase page visibility, while maintaining a cost-effective approach to reaching
broader audiences. After clicking the ad, users are directed to the page and asked to ‘Like’ the page. Once
users select the ‘Like’ button, they will begin to receive your post updates on their personal newsfeeds.
Ads and boosted posts are Facebook’s primary advertising options. Facebook ads are more effective for
increasing both reach and interaction on a page or post. Through the customized targeting options,
Facebook ads are also effective in recruiting new followers and driving engagement. However, boosted
posts are valuable for reaching your audiences. Boosted posts substantially increases the number of users
who see your specific post.
Finally, Facebook is a critical tool to engage users in two-way dialogue. It is intended to be a fun and
interactive opportunity to connect with people who might not otherwise be connected to the District. Be
sure to ask questions, solicit feedback, and encourage commenting and sharing.

Newsletter – Paw Prints
A well-developed District newsletter serves as an effective communication vehicle for any school district.
Each individual newsletter presents a new opportunity to engage residents and open up a two-way
conversation about a bevy of District matters: school operations, district finances, short and long-term
district challenges, accomplishments of students and staff, and program successes.
The District website includes the twelve most recent editions of Paw Prints – the Louisville City School
District’s newsletter, published from Fall 2001 to Summer 2016. The content covers a broad range of
topics that promote the District in a very positive light. As an example, the cover page of the Summer
2016 edition recognizes the achievements of the Class of 2016, and directs readers to a special section on
the including facts about the graduating seniors, scholarship dollars, and awards earned. Moreover, the
newsletter contains a wealth of pertinent information for parents and students from District news,
updates, and announcements, to a section devoted to finances.
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The District should be commended for including stories that go “beyond the classroom.” For example, a
story included in the Summer 2016 edition, “Bond Refinance Saves Taxpayers $1.4 Million,” conveys to
readers that the District is responsibly managing its finances by being proactive in finding cost-saving
measures and efficiencies. Similarly, stories like the special section on the 2016 graduating class shows
readers the Louisville City Schools’ are preparing students for college, careers, and beyond.
Overall, the newsletter design is fantastic, and the aesthetic is similar to a locally published newspaper.
Further, the newsletter’s masthead prominently displays the District logo and color palettes, while
providing easy-to-read and visually appealing news about the District. Important events are wellhighlighted, and Paw Prints is making an effort to publicize student, staff and District achievements.

Communication Audit Conclusions
The Louisville City School District’s communications and coverage by local media is strong, but focuses on
a single, unavoidable issue – the teacher’s strike. As mentioned earlier, a few improvements could help
the District to better engage with its community, and hopefully open a stronger two-way dialogue with
District stakeholders, while generating increased coverage about the District, its students and staff, and
programming and educational opportunities. By building a positive relationship with local media, the
District can convey a message that improves its future standing with the broader community.
Social media has become a critical component in any organization’s communications strategy, especially
for organizations providing an important service to the community. By supplementing traditional
communications tools with frequent social media usage, the Louisville City School District can expand its
reach across the community. Most importantly, these social media platforms are meant to be fun, new
ways to interact with people who might not otherwise get connected to the schools.
Ultimately, how the community perceives the District is a result of what messages are being sent, and
how they are received. The communications vehicles utilized by the district are central sources from which
stakeholders draw conclusions about the schools. With the exception of earned media, all the
communication vehicles we examined are within the control of the school district. Those responsible for
administering these communication channels must keep in mind that each part of the process (be it
newsletters, social media, the website, etc.) contributes to an overall ‘message’ that the district is
broadcasting to its community. From that perspective, every piece matters.

Communication Audit Recommendations
By embracing a few important recommendations, the Louisville City School District can strengthen their
outgoing communication vehicles, open up further two-way dialogue with stakeholders, and continue to
recognize and publicize their accomplishments and achievements.
Earned Media
● Generate more frequent press releases, opinion editorials, letters-to-the-editor, and utilize
social media and other communications channels to highlight the excellent work and
achievements of students, staff, and programs.
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●
●
●

Build relationships and engage with local reporters, particularly the Canton Repository, about
major educational and funding issues.
Invite local journalists to open houses, highlight unique academic programs, and reach out to
local editorial boards.
Ensure district-level core messaging places focus on major educational issues.

Website
● Continue using a standardized font and aesthetic across pages.
● Embrace additional usage of graphics and photos on web pages that highlight student, staff,
and educational programs.
● Incorporate the mission and vision statement on the homepage.
● Integrate icons on the homepage that are easily accessible and direct users to the District’s
social media accounts.
● Prominently display the “Superintendent’s Message” on the homepage for stakeholders.
Social Media
● Increase frequency of social media posts and content. At least 2 pieces of content weekly.
● Engage in open dialogue with stakeholders who chose social media as their medium. Behind
every question and comment is a stakeholder. Ask questions, solicit feedback, and encourage
commenting and sharing.
● Remove the “Reviews” section from District Facebook page. Any user can rate the District,
positively or negatively, with no oversight or even confirmation they live in the district.
● Embrace a diverse, multimedia approach to social media updates including relevant news
stories, photos, announcements, and recognitions.
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In-Depth Interview Summary
Burges & Burges Strategists worked in partnership with the Louisville City Schools administration to
develop an in-depth interview guide of questions, and a list of nearly 75 community members from the
City of Louisville and Nimishillen Township. Additionally, all participants were assured repeatedly that this
process is fully confidential, and that no names or titles would be included in this summary report.
A total of 18 people completed interviews between May 1 and May 17, 2017 – including elected officials,
engaged parents, local business owners, and other leading civic and faith leaders. Each interview
conducted over the phone lasted approximately 15-20 minutes, depending on how much information
each participant offered. What follows is a summary of major themes these participants expressed during
our conversations.

Perceptions of the Community and Economy
To begin the interview process, we asked each participant how long
they’ve lived in the community, and to explain some of the changes
they have witnessed over the years. Everyone we spoke with is a longterm resident. The most recent arrival has lived here for the past 11
if years, while nearly half of our sample indicated they have lived here
for over 40 years.

“We continue to see more growth,
which is good in residential areas.
With the businesses though, not so
much. We’re working to get more
businesses here.”

When asked about overall changes to the community, the most commonly expressed theme was that the
Louisville community is holding steady and slightly growing –
“I think that our schools consolidating
though that growth is perceived to be slow. Participants
from 3-4 small schools into one
recognized the real estate market is strengthening, with
elementary
was a good move. My two
residential developments outpacing business growth. Some
kids go to the elementary and are doing
of the business leaders we spoke to suggest the city does not
great there, the teachers are just
do enough to court and incentivize new businesses to
phenomenal...I would also like to see the
Louisville.
community grow with small business. It's
hard to do business in Louisville.”

The reconfiguration of the school district was another key
theme we heard, along with positive comments about the
modernization of district facilities and the realignment of the “neighborhood” elementary schools. To
participants, this was a major change in the community, and one that appears to be well received.

Perceptions on Academic Quality
Overall, participants were positive about the quality of education in the Louisville City Schools. When
asked to rate the educational quality, most said the schools were doing either “good” or “excellent,” or
offered numerical scores between seven and nine on a 10-point scale. While these ratings were fairly high
and positive, a large portion also indicated that the quality itself has remained mostly the same. For
example, if participants rated the quality of the district a ‘7 or 8’ – it is not as if the quality has recently
increased from a ‘4’ or fallen from a ‘10’, it has remained mostly stagnant.
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Perceptions of Financial Management
Although the district’s financial picture is a point of concern among
“I think they manage their funds
the administrative team, more than half of the participants are
fairly well but don’t
confident the schools are doing well at managing its finances. But that
communicate how well they
is deeply rooted in a faith in the district, not specific facts. Many
really do it. Overall, I think they
do a good job, but do a bad job
directly acknowledged and declared they lack specific knowledge
communicating how they do it.”
about district finances. They explained that information about the
district’s finances are not frequently communicated to stakeholders.
To draw an analogy – the lack of smoke implies a lack of fire. They don’t hear specific concerns about
funding, and therefore assume the district is managing finances well.
Later in the interview, we asked each participant to explain what they
would want to know about the district’s funding and financial
management. They repeatedly called for a more clear conveyance of
how current school funding is used, and what is at-stake during
potential levy issues. There was a desire for more ‘simple’
presentations of complex data – simple diagrams, fact sheets,
breakdowns, and comparisons to similar districts. As one participant
said: “Show me where they’re going to spend the money. In black and
white, pictures, whatever.”
We also observed that many comments reflected a concern about
heightened sensitivity on teacher salaries and benefits within the
community at-large. While this is not surprising in the wake of the
teacher strike, it will be highly relevant to any levy funding issue.

“I (want) a really simple
diagram, simple facts, how we
compare to other districts. If we
don’t pass - what that looks like.
If we do pass the levy - then what
that looks like. Just some very
clear and concise diagrams.”

“I would want to know the cost
associated with teachers and
support staff and the cost associated
with all staff health insurance.”

Biggest District Challenges
As anyone would expect, the most prevailing issue participants raised during the interview was the lasting
impact of the teacher strike. When specifically prompted for the biggest challenges facing the district, two
important and highly-interconnected themes arose: concerns about the aftereffects of the teacher strike,
and concerns about ongoing funding challenges.
“The community’s trust and
support. I think there’s definitely a
division in the community. As far as
future levies passing, once again,
the support makes me nervous as
far as how the community will
come back around.”

Nearly every participant spoke about fallout from the teacher
strike. Rather than picking sides and trying to assign blame for
the strike, community leaders generally recognized that the
strike has had a profound and lasting impact across the entire
community. We were offered tales of how the strike turned a
tightknit community of friends and neighbors against each
other. Over and over again, we heard calls for the greater
Louisville Schools community to put aside their differences and
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begin the process of rebuilding community trust and support. Unfortunately, few could offer any direct
methods to bridge these gaps, though improved communications was frequently cited as a key step.
Coupled with the challenges presented by the strike were concerns about how challenging district funding
may become. A few participants recognized the challenges facing the Board and Administration due to
recent and future reductions in educational funding at the state and
“How to bring true healing to the
federal level. But with that said, most of the funding concerns were
school community is the number
rooted in the interaction between the teacher strike and the
one challenge. I mean, not just
upcoming levies. These community leaders clearly recognized that press releases or awards given out
the drama generated over the course of the strike will have a direct
to this, that, or the other kid. It’s
impact on the possibility of earning community support to renew or
got to be true healing. Without
pass additional funding levies. Their key theme was that every levy
that, the levy will not pass.”
is at risk of failure, until the district has fully “healed” from the strike.

Opinions on Levy Renewal
We do not want to undersell the level of concern expressed about
the levy renewal. These leaders had major fears that even a notax-increase renewal is at a high-risk due to the community’s
divisions arising from the strike. Viewpoints were highly divided
about what the ultimate fate of a potential renewal levy would be
– some believe it would fail massively, others expect a very close
result either way, and a few who said the community will
ultimately come to terms with passing the renewal.

“The community is angry at teachers
and school board therefore I
question whether it will pass. The
strike divided the community. Half is
angry at school board and half at
teachers. And that anger I believe
will be felt at the ballot box.”

Many participants recognized that the teaching staff would again become a lightning rod going into a levy
renewal campaign. Some recognized that community members can easily understand that most of the
levy funding (even in a renewal) would go directly to paying the
teaching staff – arguing that the community may incorrectly
“I know they’re talking about doing a
perceive this as a ‘reward’ for the strike. Others feared that due
levy. I think it’s too early. I’ll be blunt:
to the post-strike climate between the Board, the
I helped with the last levy, pounded
pavements, distributed literature, and
Administration, and the Teacher’s Union would severely
it’s not going to pass… I know they
hamper the efficacy of any renewal campaign, as the teaching
need the levy passed, but just the
staff were major contributors of volunteer time and manpower
climate I’m hearing around town, I
during previous levy cycles.
don’t know if it will happen.”

On a positive note, the community leaders we spoke with
offered nearly unanimous agreement that they would personally support any upcoming levy renewal.
They also harbored a very clear understanding that while the strike impacted how the community votes
on a levy renewal, it does not change their personal feelings and support for the renewal.
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Thoughts on Pursuing Additional Levy Funding
“With the strike and settlement of
that, people are not going to be
willing to give any more money to the
schools because it will go straight to
the teachers. They know it.”

To help participants understand the choices facing the Board
and Administration, we asked them to put themselves in the
district’s shoes. Regardless of their personal stance,
participants repeatedly warned and reminded us that their
personal opinions are not a perfect reflection of community
opinion.

When facing a ‘big-picture’ decision on pursuing a levy increase or
making cuts within the next 16 months, participants were equally
divided. Half believed the wiser strategy is to begin planning or
preparing for cuts to programs and staff, while the other half
advocated for pursuing an additional funding levy in the near
future. There was equal division and no consensus on the correct
path.
“If you add additional millage, it won’t
pass. One that did pass recently had a hard
enough time getting it through. There
comes a point where you can only cut so
much. I say do the renewal and go for an
additional at a later date, you need to
secure that funding now.”

“I would say if they go to the
voters it won’t pass. It’s too early.
I would recommend cuts and
waiting. I don’t think the average
person realizes the cuts the state
is making and the strain it’s
putting on the schools.”

There was also division amongst those who supported
pursuing an additional levy – with half believing the
district should move quickly to prevent direct impacts on
the classroom (assuming that strike divisions can be
healed rapidly), and the other half believing it should
move slow to first pass the renewal and later reexamine
an additional levy.

Improving Communication Outreach
Throughout our discussions, a common undercurrent was a desire for the school district to improve its
communications with both the school community and non-school affiliated residents. We only heard a
few specific recommendations – such as an increased presence in the local paper or hosting ‘town hall’
style discussions outside regular board meetings – but the prevailing theme is that the district needs to
communicate in a more consistent and open manner.
Some of these influential community members felt ‘left in
the dark’ about the tough decisions being made leading up
to, during, and even after the teacher strike. This is not to
say that the community is only looking for more positive
information about the schools – but rather an honest
retelling of the realities the district faces, whether good or
bad. Strive to highlight the good, while being transparent
and honest about the bad as it arises.

“There were problems during the strike
where there wasn't enough
communication. I recognize a lot of stuff
should be confidential, but I think better,
open communication both ways, with
administration and teachers.
Communication is always a big problem.”
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Ultimately, the call for improved communications ties right
back into the intense desire to heal the divide and move
past the events of the last year. A couple participant
responses even implied that just seeing the teacher’s union
and district administration working together again in
relative harmony will help improve communications by
allowing community members to reengage with each other.

“The more they see teachers and
administration coming together, working
together, and doing things together, the
more they see them interacting and getting
along, I think those barriers will leave and
people will open up and start to heal.”

In-Depth Interview Conclusions
The leaders we spoke with are highly attuned to what they see as the two biggest issues facing the district:
overcoming the community-wide disharmony generated during the teacher strike, and solving pending
funding issues. These issues are inherently linked together. Despite their personal support for a renewal
levy, community leaders shared their major concerns about the success of any levy issue, and harbored
major doubts about the willingness of the community to pass an additional funding levy.
We recognize that the past year has been an understandably tumultuous time for the Louisville City School
District, and that was reflected by the opinions and viewpoints of 18 community leaders. The teacher
strike remains a top-of-mind concern for many community leaders, but they overwhelmingly seek a way
to move forward and heal the divisions that have splintered throughout the community – rather than
assigning blame. The past cannot be undone, but a renewed commitment to open, honest, and respectful
communication between all parties (the Board, administration, unions, parents, community members)
can help the Louisville Schools’ community bridge these divides, move forward, and address the issues
facing the school district and community at large.
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Online Survey Report
In collaboration with the Louisville City Schools, Burges & Burges Strategists developed and administered
an anonymous online survey for school district residents. The goal of the survey was to gather community
input, viewpoints, and perceptions of the schools and their future. The survey was distributed through a
public URL made available on the district’s website, via direct emails, and posts to district social media,
and participants were encouraged to share the survey link with their personal networks.
The survey was active from May 31 to July 12, 2017. In total, we received 474 completed responses. To
avoid duplication, we examined IP addresses for any identical responses. All participants opt-in to the
online survey, producing a self-selected sample. It’s likely that participants will have more knowledge on
the details of day-to-day school operations than the broader community.

Overview – Demographics, Quality of Education
The sample was reflective of a broad
cross-section of community members,
with responses from many who are not
directly affiliated with the schools. The
largest portion of participants selfidentified as a parent or guardian of a
current student (62%), followed by
alumni (41%), and local residents with
no child enrolled in the district (21%).
Of those who self-identified as a parent
or guardian of a current student, there
is an even distribution across the
elementary, middle, and high schools.
Of the 474 responses, nearly half (48%) were completed by residents who have lived in the Louisville City
School District for over 20 years. A majority (53%) of the participants consider themselves “informed”
about the Louisville City Schools, while another 40% claim to be “somewhat informed” about the district.
Only a small percentage (6%) believed that they are “not very” or “not at all” informed.
When asked how they would describe the direction the Louisville community is headed, a plurality of
participants (46%) said the wrong direction, followed by nearly 30% who said it was about the same, and
only 15% who said it was moving in the right direction.
Overall, 79% of participants rated the quality of education their local school district is providing as either
excellent or good, while 16% said fair, and only 3% said poor. Moreover, when asked how they would rate
the community’s current support for the Louisville Schools, 70% said the community is very or somewhat
supportive, while just over a quarter (26%) disagreed, answering that the community is not very, or not
at all, supportive of the district.
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Areas of Strength & Improvement
Participants were asked how the Louisville City Schools are doing. The top three areas (rated as either
excellent or good) include school buildings and facilities (88%), academic outcomes (81%), and teaching
quality (80%). A significant number of respondents took aim at district leadership as an area for
improvement, with school board leadership and district administration given “poor” ratings by 56% and
39% respectively. A breakdown of the results is provided in the following chart:

Keep in mind, poor ratings in regards to leadership are not surprising, as district leaders were engaged in
high-profile labor negotiations that eventually led to a controversial teacher strike that dominated local
news coverage. One other noted area of concern is district communications, where only 39% of
respondents rated district communications as either excellent or good.

District Challenges
Participants were asked to prioritize a list of some of the challenges the Louisville City Schools might need
to address over the next few years. Respondents rated providing academic programs that prepare
students for college and good jobs (80%), retaining high-quality teachers and staff (79%), and keeping
access to up-to-date classroom technology (64%) as the three highest priorities that need to be addressed
in the next few years. These priorities are broken down in the chart on the following page:
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One distinct and important note is the responses in terms of securing additional school operating funds.
While this was recognized as a high or medium priority by 79% of the sample, additional funding was
clearly the lowest priority for our survey takers when compared to all other prompted challenges.

District Finances
Participants were also asked to rate a series of statements regarding district finances. These statements,
and the community response, are available at the top of page 20. Overall, 43% of respondents agreed that
the Louisville City Schools are good fiscal stewards of local tax money. However, large percentage still
need significant convincing, as 37% disagreed and another 18% were unsure. This sizable percentage of
participants who unsure whether the schools are a good fiscal steward of local tax money suggests an
opportunity to increase communication and awareness on how the district is responsibly and effectively
managing its finances.
Moreover, more than half of respondents (55%) strongly agreed or agreed that the Louisville City Schools
are important, but simply cannot afford to pay more local taxes, while 35% strongly disagreed or disagreed
with that statement. When asked if the schools have enough money now for students to compete and
the schools to perform effectively going forward, more than half (53%) either strongly agreed or agreed
with the statement, while 29% disagreed. However, another 17% were unsure about this statement,
presenting another opportunity to educate the district and its residents regarding its fiscal standing
moving forward.
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Beyond these forced-choice questions, the online survey provided an opportunity for participants to tell
us (in their own words) what areas they felt the district was spending too much or too little of the available
district funds. Of the 240 written responses we received, roughly one-third argued that the district spends
too much on administrative and non-teacher salaries and benefits. About one-in-five believed that the
district spent too much on strike-related expenses, and another 20% argued that LCS overspends on
athletic-related extracurricular activities. When considering areas where the district should increase
spending, curriculum/academic programming and teacher salaries were most commonly mentioned, with
each receiving 10% of the responses.
When participants were asked to make a choice
between asking voters for more money to
support and maintain current education
services, or make cuts to keep taxes the same,
a plurality (43%) said they would ask voters for
new operating money, while 30% said they
would make cuts and keep taxes the same.
However, there is a significant number (23%) of
respondents who were unsure. With a large
number of participants unsure, this suggests an
opportunity to persuade those who are
undecided if they make a strong enough case
for additional funds.
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Feedback on Renewal Levy
In another open-ended question, we asked participants to describe their thoughts on a pending levy
renewal slated to appear on the November 2017 ballot. We received 346 total responses to this question.
Of those, 205 indicated that they were supportive of the renewal levy – generally arguing two key points:
the levy is a necessity, and that it would not be an increase. While this group was supportive of the
renewal, many still harbored significant concerns that the community as a whole may look to reject the
renewal as a form of retribution for the actions leading to the strike.
Additionally, 71 responses indicated an outright negative feeling on the renewal. This group expressed
their personnal opposition to the renewal levy for two main reasons: either as a result of the
circumstances or impact of the teacher strike itself, or due to a feeling that the district has spent taxpayer
dollars unwisely – or both.

Communications
Participants indicated that five distinct sources of information are their ‘go-to’ methods for learning about
what is happening in the Louisville City Schools. These top five sources include:






Family, Friends, and Neighbors – 58%
District Newsletter (Paw Prints) – 57%
Social Media – 56%
District Website – 51%
Fellow Parents – 47%
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Three of these top 5 sources for news about the Louisville City Schools are controlled by the district –
district newsletter, district website, and social media accounts. Moving forward though, it will be critically
important for the district to be proactive in promoting positive stories about the district, information
about finances, and news about future funding. Moreover, as the chart at the bottom of the page shows,
other substantial sources of information include teachers, principals, and board of education meetings.
This also presents additional
opportunities to highlight and
promote important news about
the district via backpack mail,
parent teacher conferences,
board meetings, and more.
Participants also indicated they
would be most interested in the
district further utilizing the
website, newsletter and direct
email updates to strengthen
outreach efforts with parents and
residents.
In addition to determining where people turn for news about the school district, we also sought to learn
who community members identify as the most credible spokespersons for the school district. The top
responses included teachers (69%), students (54%), building principals (42%), and parents (39%).
One major cause for concern is that participants do not view members of the Board of Education, the
superintendent, and other building
staff as credible spokespersons for
the district. While this sentiment is
certainly linked to the recent
erosion of community trust due to
the teacher strike – it crystalizes the
stark importance of rebuilding that
community trust. The board and
administration need to be able to
speak with authority and be
recognized by the community as
credible when it comes to explaining
and conveying the major, long-term
decisions that district will need to
make, decisions that will certainly
impact the entire community.
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Bringing the District Together
The topic of the teacher strike was an omnipresent factor in nearly all survey responses. Participants
offered emotional responses on the topic of the strike time and time again, and in response to a variety
of district-related topics, like communications, funding options, district strengths and weaknesses, etc.
With a goal of moving forward and healing the divisions in the community, we asked participants to tell
us what steps the district can take to rebuild the faith in the district that many have lost.
We received 343 total responses, meaning that nearly 75% of all participants took the time to write a
response. Unfortunately the majority of these could not offer specific recommendations on what could
be done, and instead argued that only time could heal these new divisions. Many chose to instead use
this question as an outlet for personal catharsis, explaining where or with whom they placed blame.
Perhaps understandably, the majority of participants targeted the district’s leadership at all levels (the
Board, the Superintendent and Administration, and the Teacher’s Union Leadership) – upset with the
course of actions each took that lead to the strike in the first place. This ranged from very intense
viewpoints (such as some who argued that all involved should resign), to more mild critiques (such as a
desire for all members of the leadership team to be more open to other viewpoints and ideas).
Additionally, many wanted nothing more to do with the forces “outside” the district who played a central
role in the strike – such as the Attorneys, the ESC, and various County Officials. Seen and regarded as
highly negative and divisive influences, nearly 10% of all responses indicated that the district could not
‘heal’ unless these outside entities were no longer involved.
However, not all of the responses were laden with negativity. Over a quarter of the 343 responses (26%)
argued that the most important aspect of ‘healing’ the community is a major and renewed focus on
listening and communicating. Many claimed to have felt ‘left in the dark’ during the strike, and called for
the district (and all involved parties) to become more open and transparent with information. This idea
was more than a call for a slight scale-up in communication strategy or tactics. This was based in a strong
desire to reshape the entire culture of communicating in the district – not only rethinking the ‘information
out’ aspect, but also reconsidering how district leadership gets ‘information in’.
Even though few offered direct remedies to help ‘rebuild’ trust, we did receive some very helpful and
worthwhile suggestions and recommendations. Some suggested that the district look to host more social
events that link the school community with the Louisville community at-large, such as: ice cream socials,
talent shows, barbeque cookouts, trivia events, and ‘Senior vs Senior’ bakeoffs (High School Seniors vs.
Community Seniors). Similarly, others recommended an increase in partnerships and events with local
civic organizations like the YMCA, Library, Kiwanis, and Rotary. Within the buildings themselves,
teambuilding exercises that brought teachers, leaders, and students together were recommended. But all
these suggestions come with the important caveat that members of the school board, the district
administration team, principals and teachers, and community members must all be attending and
interacting with each other. The crux of this idea is that if district leaders spent more time visiting and
serving in classrooms, it might help in break-down the barriers and distrust surrounding the community.

